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Live News Story Script.  

  Hello, Sports fans, Daniel Milan here with the WAVY-TV10s sports team reporting on 

the Washington Football Teams’ latest loss. It is becoming apparent that this year may not be the 

year for Washington as they lose yet again the Dallas Cowboys. If you happen to watch the game 

today, you may have seen that the number of Cowboys fans outnumbered the Football Teams 

fans. It might as well had been another home game for the Cowboys with as many fans as they 

had in the stands. When Washington came out of their tunnel today, they did so to the sound of 

booing. Imagine that being booed by the opposing team’s fans in YOUR house no less. This has 

got to change sports fans; we have got to get some juice back into this team. To do that the team 

needs to decide on its name already. It is time we pick a name to stand behind to instill pride in 

our fans and in our team. Now I have heard several names being kicked around the locker room 

and even heard they have dwindled the list to three names. Without knowing what those names 

are I have heard Red Wolves, Commanders, Presidents, and my personal favorite as it harkens 

back to the Tuskegee airmen, the Redtails. Now it seems they are a long way from deciding 

exactly what to call themselves, but it needs to happen as soon as possible. I do not think the 

team can go through another offseason without deciding who they want to be. The hope for the 

organization was to come out of the fan-less stadiums we experienced last year and have a 

packed house full of fans, but that just has not happened. Fans have stayed away even while the 

team was on a hot four-game winning streak. For whatever reason fans are staying away. Now, 
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this may not be the end all be all answer to get fans back at the stadium, COVID and a football 

team that plays inconsistently have just as much to say about it. But a way to energize the 

fanbase and give them something to rally around is to finally after two years give this team a 

name. Decide already you have had plenty of time, now I know you guys have been busy with 

the Bruce Allen saga and all but come on already. We have a coach we love and a defense that 

will fight the opposing team tooth and nail now let’s put this to bed once and for all. Now back 

to the names. I am not going to lie; I like the Red Wolves name, but I do not think there is a more 

appropriate name out there than Red Tails. With all the controversy out there about race naming 

an NFL team after the WW2 Tuskegee Airmen squadron would be a great tribute. Mr. Snyder 

even if you do not pick my favorite of the bunch, please just pick a name so we all can move on.  

Thank you.  

Daniel Milan Reporting.   


